ITEM 240 - TELEVISION TRANSMISSION SERVICE:
I-1 - VIDEO CHANNEL - Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 650, TV Transmission - Video Channel (B.C. Only).
I-2 - AUDIO/VIDEO CHANNEL - Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 651, TV Transmission - Audio/Video Channel (B.C. Only).
I-4 - CHANNEL - TV (AUDIO AND VIDEO) - Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 652, TV Channel (Audio and Video) (B.C. Only).
I-8 - NETWORK SERVICE - ENGLISH TV - Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 653, TV Transmission - Network Service - English TV (B.C. Only).
I-9 - AUDIO/VIDEO CHANNEL - Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 654, TV Transmission - Audio/Video Channel (B.C. Only).
I-10 - ONE-WAY AUDIO/VIDEO CHANNEL (OCCASIONAL USE) - Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 655, TV Transmission - One-way Audio/Video Channel (Occasional Use) (B.C. Only).
I-11 - ONE-WAY AUDIO/VIDEO CHANNEL - Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 656, TV Transmission - One-way Audio/Video Channel (B.C. Only).
I-12 - ONE-WAY VIDEO CHANNELS - Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 657, TV Transmission - One-way Video Channels (B.C. Only).
I-13 - ONE-WAY VIDEO CHANNELS - Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 658, TV Transmission - One-way Video Channels (B.C. Only).
I-17 - AUDIO/VIDEO CHANNEL - Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 660, TV Transmission - Audio/Video Channel (B.C. Only).
I-18 - AUDIO/VIDEO CHANNEL/TWO-WAY - Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 661, TV Transmission - Audio/Video Channel/Two-way (B.C. Only).
I-20 - AUDIO/VIDEO CHANNEL - Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 662, TV Transmission - Audio/Video Channel (B.C. Only).
I-22 - ONE-WAY VIDEO CHANNELS - Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 663, TV Transmission - One-way Video Channels (B.C. Only).
I-24 - ONE-WAY AUDIO/VIDEO CHANNEL - Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 664, TV Transmission - One-way Audio/Video Channel (B.C. Only).
I-25 - ONE-WAY AUDIO/VIDEO CHANNEL - Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 665, TV Transmission - One-way Audio/Video Channel (B.C. Only).
I-26 - TWO ONE-WAY AUDIO/VIDEO CHANNELS - Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 666, TV Transmission - Two One-way Audio/Video Channels (B.C. Only).
I-28 - ONE-WAY AUDIO/VIDEO CHANNEL - Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 668, TV Transmission - One-way Audio/Video Channel (B.C. Only).
I-29 - TELEVISION OFF-AIR PICKUP SERVICE AND AUDIO/VIDEO CHANNEL - Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 669, TV Transmission - Television Off-Air Pickup Service and Audio/Video Channel (B.C. Only).

See Page 26 for explanation of symbols.